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ELsag’s back office operations center, the Enterprise 
Operations Center™ (EOC), is the brain that manages 
the plate hunter aLpr intelligence assets. the EOC 
gathers all aLpr data coming from an entire fleet of 
plate hunter M6™ mobile aLpr units and/or a net-
work of plate hunter f2™ fixed aLpr systems. it offers 
strict data security, grants multi-level access to data 
and facilitates user auditing so all EOC user activity is 

transparent. all aLpr data collected from fixed 
and mobile systems can be uploaded to the EOC 
server and archived for future queries and analysis. 
the EOC also manages the distribution of law 
enforcement databases, such as hot lists and white 
lists, to aLpr systems in the field. the EOC software 
includes a website that allows remote access to data 
by authorized users. 
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 ▪ Permissions at domain, group and user levels
 ▪ Audit trail for visibility of data sets and use of system
 ▪ Mapping with cross street locations
 ▪ Hot list manager limits visibility of specific hot lists
 ▪ Easy process for adding cameras
 ▪ Detailed reporting
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